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PRESIDENT’S REPORT 

 

New Board Member 

 

This month, we appointed Bill Menzies 

to fill the Board vacancy.  Bill and his 

wife Kathy moved to Landmark Mews 

in 2005. In his words, he has volunteered 

to serve on the Board in order to “give 

something back to the Community that 

has welcomed us and provided us with 

such a good environment.”  He is also a 

volunteer on the Neighborhood Watch.     

 

We also appointed Simon Bennett to 

serve on the Covenants Committee.  

Simon is an original owner and longtime 

resident of Landmark Mews.  He served 

on the Board from 2005 through 2007, 

and is well versed in community and 

covenant’s issues.   

 

I welcome them both and thank them for 

offering their time and service to the 

community! 

 

Vehicle Registration 

 

Take a close look at your Virginia 

vehicle registration.  You may find that 

it is registered in the City of Alexandria 

instead of the County of Fairfax.  DMV 

computers determine the county by Zip 

Code, but as we know, this is not always 

accurate.  If your county is incorrect, and 

you are parked in City of Alexandria 
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proper (e.g., Stultz Road) you may be 

ticketed for not having an Alexandria tax 

decal.   

 

Recognizing a Stroke   

Last year, a relative of mine suffered a 

stroke.  He was on vacation with his 

family when he suddenly appeared 

confused and began to slur his speech.  

He insisted he was fine and waited for 

the problems to pass.  He refused to go 

to doctor until days later.  By then, he 

had suffered permanent and significant 

impairment to speech and mobility.  This 

could have been avoided with proper and 

timely medical treatment.   

Joel Kaplan sent me these three simple 

tests (S/T/R), which could have alerted 

his family to the problem and prompted 

a 911 call: S – Smile, T- Talk, and R- 

Raise both arms.  If a person has 

difficulty with any one of these actions, 

they may have suffered a stroke. 

In the interest of raising awareness, I 

have provided the following information 

from Web MD 

(http://www.webmd.com/stroke/guide/st

roke-overview-facts) and the Internet 

Stroke Center 

(http://www.strokecenter.org/patients/wa

rning.htm).  This article is for 

information only and is not a substitute 

for medical diagnosis or advice.   

A stroke occurs when a blood vessel in 

the brain is blocked or bursts.  Without 

blood and the oxygen it carries, part of 

the brain starts to die. The part of the 

body controlled by the damaged area of 

the brain can't work properly. 

Brain damage can begin within minutes, 

so it is important to know the symptoms 

of a stroke and act fast. Quick treatment 

can help limit damage to the brain and 

increase the chance of a full recovery. 

Symptoms of a stroke happen quickly. A 

stroke may cause: 

 Sudden numbness, paralysis, or 

weakness in your face, arm, or 

leg, especially on only one side 

of your body.  

 New problems with walking or 

balance.  

 Sudden changes in vision. 

 Drooling or slurred speech.  

 New problems speaking or 

understanding simple statements, 

or feeling confused.  

 A sudden, severe headache with 

no known cause.  

The signs of a stroke depend on the side 

of the brain that's affected, the part of the 

brain, and how severely the brain is 

injured. Therefore, each person may 

have different stroke warning 

signs. Stroke may be associated with a 

headache, or may be completely 

painless. 

If you or someone you know is having 

these signs, call 911 and seek medical 

help immediately. Stroke is a medical 

emergency. Treatment is available, but 

only if a stroke is recognized in time. 

DO NOT try to diagnose the problem by 

yourself, and DO NOT wait to see if the 

symptoms go away on their own. 

Even if the symptoms pass quickly, they 

could be an important warning that 

requires prompt medical attention. 
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Document Shredding 

 

Fairfax County is sponsoring a “Shred-

N-Share” offering free and secure 

document shredding at Landmark Mall, 

March 27, 10:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.  You 

may bring up to five medium sized 

boxes of paper.  Only documents with 

personal information will be accepted 

(no junk mail, magazines, etc.).  They 

will also collect household items for 

donation at the same event.   

 

See 

http://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/dpwes/rec

ycling/calendar.htm for more details and 

a full event calendar, or call 703-324-

5052 (TTY 711). 

 

Web Page 

 

Last month, I requested pictures of the 

neighborhood from the snowstorms.  

Several residents sent in some great 

pictures.  You can view them on the 

Landmark Mews website in the “In the 

Neighborhood” section.  Enjoy!   

 

Thank You! 

Loren Sciurba, President 

Contact me:lsciurba@gmail.com.   

 

 

Covenants 

 

Two items of note this month.  First, 

Tony Dropp, stalwart member of the 

Covenants Committee, will be leaving 

this summer for duty in Beijing.  Many 

thanks to Tony for his stellar work on 

behalf of the Committee.  Simon Bennett 

has graciously volunteered to join the 

Covenants Committee as Tony's 

replacement.  Welcome to Simon.   

 

Second, the annual Spring inspection of 

Landmark Mews is tentatively scheduled 

for April 1 and 2.  Again this year, RCS 

Management will be performing 

inspections under Covenants Committee 

supervision.  Our goal is to provide 

owners with an independent look at their 

properties and information owners and 

residents need to maintain their units.  

We greatly appreciate the efforts of our 

residents to keep Landmark Mews 

looking good and thank you for those 

efforts; the results are impressive.  

Further, we will continue to work on 

behalf of the community to ensure that 

all properties receive the maintenance 

attention they need.     

 

Resident Survey: Garage Sale in 

Landmark Mews 

The Mews Social Committee asks for 

your input regarding an organized 

garage sale in the Mews. Please email 

your response "for" or "against" to 

social@landmarkmews.com  This would 

be restricted to the hours of 7:30 AM 

and end promptly at 1:00 PM on a 

designated Saturday. Arrangements 

would be made in advance with a 

charitable organization to pick up all 

items not sold or wanted for donation 

immediately following the garage sale. 

Even if a resident didn't participate in a 

garage sale, all would have the 

opportunity to donate items no longer 

wanted - and get a receipt for your 

charitable tax deduction. Deadline for 

responding to the resident survey is 

Wednesday, April 7. Thank you! 

 

BOARD MEETING DATES/HOST: 

April 14, 7:00 p.m.  Delia Riso’s home, 

6269 Chaucer View Circle. 
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REAL ESTATE ACTIVITY  

Courtesy of Fred and Nancie Williams, 

Weichert Realtors and Landmark Mews 

homeowners. 

FOR SALE: 

     6314 Manchester Way, $549,959 

 

     6303 Chaucier View Circle, $499,000 

 

RENT:  

     6314 Manchester Way, $2,700.00 

      

     6353 Brampton Court, Furnished,   

$3,000, 

  

 


